Linear discrete-time periodic systems G N -periodic state-space systems x k+1 = A k x k with A k+N = A k G Used to model L linear systems with periodic parametric changes L sampled linearized dynamics of NL system along periodic trajectory L multi-rate sampled-data systems L ... G Periodic models also used for control of LTI systems L Periodic control may have better performances than static control G As for all linear models, uncertainties should be included:
Introduction
Linear discrete-time periodic systems G N -periodic state-space systems x k+1 = A k x k with A k+N = A k G Used to model L linear systems with periodic parametric changes L sampled linearized dynamics of NL system along periodic trajectory L multi-rate sampled-data systems L ... G Periodic models also used for control of LTI systems L Periodic control may have better performances than static control G As for all linear models, uncertainties should be included: G N -periodic system with performance inputs/outputs
The instantaneous state may be of varying dimensions L Any x i 0 ∈{1...N } can define initial condition L The trajectory over period i is defined bŷ 
G "Lifted" LTI system with vectors of all instantaneous input/outputs over a period 
and otherwisex i 0 ,k,j = 0 L Switching state-vector containing all states over one period
About modeling of N -periodic systems Various models related to various state "definition" G Proposed descriptor model: 
L nb decisions variables proportional to n 2 G For "lifted" models one Lyapunov function 
. .
G Other upper-bounds that can be defined L γ d i 0 : with structure on F to make the virtual system causal, yet dynamic L γ s i 0 : with structure on F to make the virtual system static 
